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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Large Print.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. 1944 has become a lonely,
troubled year for Charlotte. Once living contentedly in her Chicago home, the year has seen little
correspondence from her son Jack serving his country overseas, and now the companionship of her
Great Aunt Cecilia has also been taken from her with Cecilia s recent death. When the discovery is
made of Aunt Cecilia s memoirs in the overlooked trunk the basement still harbors, Charlotte is
astonished. Had quiet, unassuming Aunt Cecilia really lived through this turbulent time in history in
a long-forgotten cavalry fort that was commanded by none other than George Armstrong Custer?
Why had Cecilia never spoken of this amazing, historic journey she had taken so early in her life?
What could of happened to the man, John Vickory, Cecilia writes of so lovingly? Charlotte is a
woman of faith and knows Cecilia to have also had a strong relationship with God. As she reads of
Cecilia s past and becomes a part of it to escape her own fears, she hopes to unlock the key to
Cecilia s secrecy and serenity,...
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This book will never be easy to start on looking at but quite entertaining to read. It is actually packed with wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ms. Missour i Sa tter f ield DV M-- Ms. Missour i Sa tter f ield DV M

This published pdf is fantastic. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i actually have read within my own lifestyle and could be he best ebook for actually.
-- Noem ie Hya tt-- Noem ie Hya tt
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